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INTRODUCTION

• 4D light field = 2 image dimensions, 2 view dimensions
•Extraction of Epipolar Plane Images in horizontal and vertical directions
•Slope of line encodes the disparity of each pixel

•Large disparities require a wide receptive field (left)
•Application of EPI-Shift (right) reduces the required receptive field drastically

METHOD
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•Neural Network consists of two parts:
•Siamese Feature Extractor (left) extracts local disparity information
•U-Net component (right) provides excellent long-range smoothness
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•Application of EPI-Shift once per integer disparity in the valid range
•Our CNN has two outputs
•Classification Cs(x, y) assigns each pixel to a discrete disparity label
•Regression Rl(x,y)(x, y) refines the discrete disparity with a continuous off-

set

l(x, y) = argmax s (Cs(x, y)) D(x, y) = l(x, y) +Rl(x,y)(x, y)

RESULTS

•EPI-Shift outperforms the state-of-the-art deep-learning based method
EPINET [2] in 11 out of 13 HCI 4D Light Field Benchmark metrics [1]

•We close the gap to optimization-based methods while keeping all advan-
tages of deep learning
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•EPI-Shift improves the quality at extreme disparities
•U-Net component improves the overall smoothness especially in non-

textured or reflective areas
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•Evaluation on real light fields recorded by a wide-baseline cross-shaped
camera array

•EPI-Shift enables inference on those recordings due to its disparity range
invariance
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